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Reference: T2019/1643 TY-2-1-17 (Disaster Insurance) 
 
 
Date: 14 June 2019 
 
 
To: Minister Responsible for the Earthquake Commission (Hon Dr Megan 

Woods) 
 
Cc:  Minister of Finance (Hon Grant Robertson) 
 
Deadline: 17 June 2019 
 
 
 
Aide Memoire: Forthcoming work on on-sold Canterbury 
Properties  
 
You will meet the EQC on June 24 after they brief their Board on the on-sold (“Gibling”) 
test case.  
 
This aide-memoire provides questions that you could ask the EQC when you meet.   
 
We propose to discuss the contents of this aide-memoire with you when we meet on 17 
June. 
 
This aide memoire includes information from EQC that is legally privileged.  
 
The Gibling test case will be heard by the High Court on August 26 
 
In mid-2018, the DPMC-led Taskforce provided advice on test case options to clarify 
whether EQC is liable in negligence to subsequent purchasers for deficient repairs 
carried out by EQC.  
 
The EQC identified cases that may be suitable, selecting a claim made by subsequent 
purchasers, Mr Gibling and Ms Columbus (the plaintiffs). This case (the Gibling case) is 
due to be heard by the High Court on 26 August.     
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The EQC’s Board will discuss the Gibling case on 24 June 
 
The EQC has received the briefs of evidence from the plaintiffs in the Gibling case and 
have indicated that they will brief their Board on June 24.  
 
You will meet with EQC representatives after the Board meeting on June 24th.   
 
The Government urgently requires clarity as to how EQC is proposing to progress the 
Gibling case, in order to enable it to consider what options are available to address the 
on-sold issue.  
 
The Treasury recommend that you use this meeting to seek clarity as to:  
 

• how EQC is proposing to progress the Gibling case, and the reasons for their 
approach;  

 
• what work EQC has done to understand what the implications will be for EQC if 

the Court does find EQC liable in negligence in this case, in particular the risks 
for the Natural Disaster Fund and EQC’s future operations;  

 
• if EQC decides to settle the Gibling case, how it proposes to deal with the on-

sold issue.  
 

The Treasury has not yet been briefed on what the EQC will recommend to their Board. 
All material provided in this briefing has been provided by the Treasury to inform your 
discussion.  
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The Auditor-General’s review of the EQC released in October 2013 noted that 
“homeowners had to deal with inconsistency of information and processes”. 

 
The EQC inspected over 194,000 properties (89% of Canterbury houses).  The 
Auditor-General’s report notes that the EQC’s inspection processes differed between 
properties and over time.  While some engineering inspections were ordered, many 
inspections were non-invasive often responding to damage identified by the home 
owner. Developing a generally applicable on-sold policy on the basis of a single case 
may be challenging.  
 

 
 
The risks to the natural disaster fund suggest outcome analysis and contingency 
planning should be well advanced 
  

 
The EQC Board is formally responsible for managing risks to the Natural Disaster Fund 
(NDF), including risks arising from litigation.  As the Government guarantees the NDF, 
we consider it is important that the EQC keep the Government informed to allow 
Ministers to consider alternatives.  
 
The EQC continues to review claims data, refining the known population of on-sold 
properties. The Treasury will provide a revised estimate of potential cost, taking into 
account uncertainty, once we receive the EQC’s updated estimate.     
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The Treasury recommend the Government continue to examine alternatives 
 

 
The DPMC led task force recommended that a test case be used to clarify the EQC’s 
insurance obligations. However, while insurance contracts contribute to the on-sold 
issues that have arisen, the issues that have arisen appear to often relate to the 
building or design work involved in the EQC choice to reinstate Canterbury properties.   
 
The Treasury have identified two underlying systemic problems involving: 
 

i. Low quality building work completed by the EQC’s contractors (e.g. 
Fletcher Building) giving rise to building warranty or repair issues;  
 

ii. Mismatched expectations arising from a lack of public awareness of the 
economic and practical limitations on the scope and purpose of EQC 
assessments. While the EQC thought it was assessing potential insurance 
claims, the public perception may have been that the EQC was 
comprehensively inspecting or perhaps certifying their properties as sound.  

 
The Treasury has sought advice from the EQC as to whether Canterbury homeowners 
are entitled to corrective repairs under the Building Act 2004.   The Building Act 
automatically applies a 10 year warranty to all residential building work. These 
warranties cannot be limited by other Acts or via contract. These warranties extend to 
subsequent property owners.    
 
We recommend you seek advice from the EQC as to the status of homeowner 
entitlements under the Building Act and as to whether more could be done for property 
owners in the interim, leaving the EQC and its contractors to negotiate liability in the 
background.   
 
Missed Damage: improving information for prospective purchasers and other 
options  
 
While the EQC may be able to do more for Canterbury homeowners with failed repairs, 
we anticipate that a gap will continue to exist with respect to losses on on-sold 
properties with missed earthquake damage.  
 
A test case is one option to establish liability for missed damage. Other more cost-
effective options may exist, but the Government urgently requires clarity as to the 
EQC’s position to allow it to consider its options.   
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While earthquake damage may have been missed, the Treasury do not consider that a 
comprehensive inspection of Canterbury properties to identify all earthquake damage 
would have been practical (nor is it now).  
 
Notwithstanding this, evidence from the Gibling case highlights that for a time: 
 

• Canterbury properties were marketed as  “EQC repaired”; and 
 

• uninformed property owners were requesting EQC assessments in lieu of 
private sector building assessments. 

 
We see this as an issue relating to mismatched expectations arising from policy 
ambiguity and inconsistent public documentation.   
 
Government policy has already identified this issue and has sought to improve 
information for prospective purchasers of Canterbury properties.   
 

• MBIE has published a web page identifying a need for buyer due diligence; 
 

• the EQC and LINZ expect to release EQC claims data online in the near 
future.  

 
While improved information will highlight risk associated with future purchases, around 
one quarter of EQC assessed houses have already changed hands during a time when 
policy ambiguity existed.  The loss these on-sold owners will ultimately face will depend 
on the liability private insurers have in relation to insurance contracts that have been 
assigned by vendors to purchasers.   
 
We anticipate that the Supreme Court’s judgement in the Xu case will be released in 
the near future. The Xu case will clarify whether the assignment of private insurance 
claims, specifically IAG policies, is at indemnity value only, and whether replacement 
rights are also assignable.  
 
The Treasury will update you on the Xu case and potential alternative courses of action 
following the EQC Board meeting. However, consistent with the task force’s advice, we 
consider that:  
 

• directing the EQC to extend insurance coverage to all on-sold property owners 
would create ambiguity and misunderstanding around entitlements;  
 

• addressing gaps in private insurance contracts would be both retrospective 
and complex.  

 
Depending on your objectives a range of other options may exist. Officials are 
considering options to achieve a timely, fair, and enduring settlement of Canterbury 
claims in the most cost effective way.   
 
If Government action to resolve the issue is considered desirable, it may be easier to 
consider a support package separate from the EQC structured as a targeted form of 
social support. The Treasury is concerned that the costs of uninsured on-sold property 
losses are likely to fall most heavily on those least able to manage the resulting risk.  
 



 

 

In considering alternative options the Treasury would consider:  
 

• the risk to the EQC and its future operations; 
 

• the potential fiscal risk 
 

• the need to raise public awareness of the risk notably with respect to the 
limitations of EQC assessments; 
 

• options to limit potential compensation to the 50,000 - 60,000 properties that 
have already sold (i.e. to target owners who have disaffected); 

 
• the risk of current and future litigation; and 

 
• the need for a more timely settlement of residual Canterbury claims.  

 
Timing and next steps 
 
We propose to discuss this aide-memoire with you when we meet on 17 June.   
 
The EQC Board will discuss the Gibling test case on 24 June.   
 
Should the EQC seek to settle the case, we would anticipate an EQC settlement would 
be agreed and announced shortly before the August 26 Court date.   
 
The Treasury and Crown Law will provide further advice on your policy options 
following your meeting with the EQC on 24 June.   
 
Craig Fookes, Principal Advisor, Earthquake Commission Policy Team, 

 
Helen McDonald, Manager, Earthquake Commission Policy Team, 
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